q product: TOUCHSCREEN GLOVES
Stay warm, stylish and connected
Highly-acclaimed design which has won praise from numerous leading publications including; Wallpaper, LA Times, Esquire,
Selectism, Techcrunch and People Magazine. Back in its best shape ever, a leather strap with magnetic snap button provides a snap
closure. Anti-slip dots provide maximized grip.
Take any call, at any temperature
Regular gloves don’t work with touchscreens; these do! These touchscreen gloves work flawlessly with almost every touchscreen.
You'll be able to use any touchscreen device while keeping your touchscreen gloves on! Mujjo pioneered unrestricted touchscreen
gloves, loved by tens of thousands of fans worldwide who have grown to depend on them. Mujjo has continued to improve and
evolve all aspects of the gloves ever since.
Magnetic Snap Closure
The Single Layered Touchscreen Gloves feature a magnetic snap closure, ensuring strong holding power while reducing tension on
the strap during opening / closing.
Stunning design, detail, and finishing
The gloves feature a stunning design that takes knitted gloves to the next
level. A leather strap crosses over a notch on the wrist where a carefully
placed magnetic snap button provides a snap closure. The cuff boards are
constructed of matching black leather and the palms feature grip dots to aid
in anti-slip capability. A soft layer of integrated fleece lining provides a soft
touch and feel to the sturdy and durable gloves.
Maximized Grip
They’ve added silicon grip dot patterns on the palms of these heavy-duty
gloves to aid in gripping and provide anti-slip capabilities that will come in
handy on a moist or snowy winter day. These gloves are ideal for taking your
phone out of your jeans-pocket and holding your phone during daily outdoors activities like riding your bike.
Unrestricted Experience
Competitor's touchscreen gloves are often restricted to functionality in one or two fingertips. In contrast, Mujjo’s touchscreen gloves
offer an unrestricted touchscreen experience and enable you to use all your fingertips, your knuckles and even the heel or palm of
your hand.
How it works
To make the gloves conductive, they’ve knitted high-quality silver-coated nylon fibers into the fabric. Capacitive touchscreens work by
sensing the conductive properties of your skin. Mujjo’s touchscreen gloves are made of high-quality silver-coated nylon fibers knitted
into the fabric of the glove. These silver-coated nylon fibers make the gloves conductive and therefore touchscreen compatible!
Compatible with almost every touchscreen
The Double Layered Touchscreen Gloves work on all capacitive touchscreen devices including - but not limited to - your iPhone 7
(and previous models), Galaxy S7 (and previous models) or whatever touchscreen phone you're using. They even work on your iPad.
Stretch to fit any hand
They’ve tested different shapes and sizes on numerous hands to optimize the touchscreen gloves fit. The new higher density texture
improves insulation while the glove remains highly stretchable. The glove takes the shape of your hand and offers a sleek fit, which
guarantees an optimized typing experience.
Anti-pilling
They have tested miles of yarn to come up with improved anti-pilling properties for the new touchscreen gloves. The improved yarn
offers strength while remaining soft and guarantees durability over time.
For more information, go to www.mujjo.com

